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Abstract

This paper asks whether Africa’s long-run history plays a role in current crop production. Plau-

sibly exogenous differences in migration routes are exploited to test Jared Diamond’s axis orientation

hypothesis. The findings suggest that axis-orientation does matter, but that there is no evidence for

Diamond’s head-start theory of persistence; instead an equilibrium based theory implying permanent

persistence gets more support. The paper identifies a causal relationship between technology transfer

and agro-climactic discontinuities, and offers evidence suggesting that cultural isolation plays a promi-

nent role in persistence. History’s reach goes beyond institutional outcomes, directly into production

decisions.

1 Introduction

Recent work in economic history has reinforced the importance of history in explaining economic outcomes.

Colonialism and the slave trade are the primary examples, and studies of these events have shown that

modern institutions, whether formal or informal, are highly dependent on history. It has been suggested

that informal institutions depend on historic context due to the presence of multiple equilibria, while it

has also been suggested that extremely slow convergence of historic shocks to new equilibria could explain

these findings. This paper demonstrates that the persistence finding can extend beyond the institutional

setting, and that at least in this context, out-of-equilibrium dynamics can not explain persistence.

The idea is motivated by Jared Diamond’s heavily cited theory of technology adoption (Diamond

(1998)) and the results presented are the first economic test of his theory. According to Diamond, because

there is greater heterogeneity along a north-south axis than an east-west axis, technological advances have

historically more easily diffused east-west. He argues that this effect has persisted into the present because

axis-orientation gave some regions a “head-start” on development.
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The Bantu expansion provides a natural experiment for testing these hypotheses. The Bantu expansion

refers to a migration in which Bantu people populated the previously unsettled regions south of the Sahel.

The bulk of the expansion occurred after 1C.E., which serves as the baseline for this study. One group

migrated south through the rainforest where they had to abandon production of dry-traditional crops,

while the other group migrated east and were able to continue producing every traditional crop (1). The

history literature argues that migration routes were near-random, based almost entirely on the arrival of

ironworking, which was required to cut through the forest (Vansina (1990)).

Figure 1: Migration routes during the settlement of Africa. (1) denotes the two branches of the Bantu

expansion

The evidence demonstrates that Diamond was correct that the axis-orientation effect has persisted

until today, but his head-start explanation is unlikely to be causing persistence. While southern migrants

do underproduce traditional dry-crops relative to eastern migrants they surprisingly also underproduce

all recently introduced crops, a fact inconsistent with the head-start explanation.

2 Data

Data on contemporary production of the major crops grown in Africa is required1. The continent is

divided into 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ cells and the production data provides, for each cell and each major crop, the

1Leff et al. (2004)
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percentage of the cell devoted to the production of that crop. These 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ cells are used as the

unit of observation throughout the paper.

McEvedy (1978) was used to determine historic population density. This data was geocoded for each

period from 1C.E. to 1500C.E. (figure 2)

(a) 1 C.E. (b) 200 C.E. (c) 400 C.E. (d) 600 C.E. (e) 800 C.E.

(f) 1000 C.E. (g) 1100 C.E. (h) 1200 C.E. (i) 1300 C.E. (j) 1400 C.E. (k) 1500 C.E.

Figure 2: Population data at each period. Darker regions are more populated

Crop suitability data was acquired to control for selection on land characteristics 2 (figure 3). The

data provides a suitability measure ranging from 1-8 for each major crop of Africa.

Assigning migration routes to cells was accomplished using the ethnolinguistic map of Murdock (1959).

For each group on the map, the associated language was identified and matched to the Ethnologue (Lewis

(2009)). Each group is traced back along the Ethnologue language trees, which at one level provides a

language split analogous to the migration split. This split is used to assign migration routes.

3 Empirical Strategy and Framework

The main results section makes three related but separate claims, so three hypotheses are tested. Each

hypothesis and its test is described briefly.

Hypothesis 1: Technology travelled equally well through the rainforest as around it.

Test 1a: Rejection of hypothesis 1 faces a triple burden of proof. First, there must have been an

immediate decline in economic wellbeing as the migrants learnt how to produce in their new environment.

2FAO crop suitability data
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Figure 3: FAO Suitability Data

(a) Sorghum (b) Cotton (c) Rice (d) Oilpalm (e) Maize

(f) Soy (g) Sunflower (h) Cassava (i) Groundnut (j) Sugarcane (k) Legend

Second, this immediate decline must not have been permanent if the initial effect was knowledge driven.

Third, there should be a second decline in welfare upon emergence into the southern region which was

more suitable for dry-crops.

The following specification is used:

SpeedOfFrontierct = β0 + β1SouthRoutec · Postt + β3Postt + ΓcellFEc + εct (1)

Where c represents a cell and t a 200-year time period. The difference-in-differences estimates can be

interpreted as the speed of the migration frontier in kilometres per 200 years.

Test 1b: Test 1b will examine whether southern migrants chose to settle in regions that were similar

to the rainforest region of Africa. If both groups had similar levels of knowledge after migration, they

would settle in similar agricultural environments.

An index measures the agricultural similarity of a settlement to the rainforest:

Indexc = 64 −
8∑
i

(suitic − ¯suitir) (2)

Where ic represents suitability of crop i in cell c, whereas ir denotes the suitability of crop i in

the rainforest. Two specifications are presented. The first looks only at the locations settled. This

specification is:

Southi = β0 + β1Indexi + θCoordinateControls+ ΥSuitabilityFE + εi (3)
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The specification above can be interpreted as selection on the extensive margin. To examine the intensive

margin, the following difference-in-differences design is analyzed:

Population =β0 + β1SouthRoute · Index+ β2SouthRoute+ β3Index (4)

+ ΓLanguageGroupFE + ΥSuitabilityFE + θCoordinates+ ε

In both cases β1 is the variable of interest, and β1 > 0 is required to reject hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 2: Migrants eventually adopted the efficient crop for their region.

Test 2: To reject hypothesis 2 the current production of dry-traditional crops should be lower for

areas settled by southern migrants. The current production of wet-traditional crops should not be lower

for areas settled by southern migrants, since wet crops were not ‘lost’ throughout either migration route.

Wet crops therefore serve as a falsification test, ruling out competing explanations such as selection on

agricultural ability.

The model used to test hypotheses 2:

CropProductionij =β0 + β1SouthRouteij + β2LandQualityij (5)

+ ΓSuitabilityFE + τRegionFE + θCoordinatesij + εij

Where j denotes crop-type and i denotes cells.

Hypothesis 3: Underproduction of dry-crops persists because of the head-start in knowledge of dry-

traditional crops by eastern migrants.

Test 3: The model used to test hypothesis 2 is the same as that for hypothesis 3. The difference is

that instead of examining traditional crops, new world crops introduced much later are considered. Where

previously the expectation was that dry-crops are under-produced and wet crops act as a falsification test,

here both wet and dry crops must be underproduced to reject the head-start theory. That is because

both required adoption after migration and both were introduced to all migrants at the same time.

3.1 Mechanism

It will be shown that cultural isolation lowered the equilibrium rate of adoption for southern migrants.

To test this, an IV framework is employed. A cultural connectedness measure is developed, and

instrumented for with migration route. It must be that in the first stage, those who migrated south

ended up more isolated than those who migrated around the rainforest. The second stage examines the
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correlation between predicted cultural connectedness and modern crop production:

CropProduction = β0 + β1
ˆCulturalConnectedness+ β2LandQualityij (6)

+ ΓSuitabilityFE + τRegionFE + θCoordinatesij + εij

Here the expectation is that those that are more culturally connected (β1) are more likely to produce any

crops that required adoption after migration.

4 Results

4.1 Hypotheses 1 - Imperfect Technology Transmission

4.1.1 Test 1a - Speed of Migration Frontier

Consider the results of the regression from test 1a, found in Table 1.

Table 1: Differences in the Speed of the Migration Frontier by Route (in km/200 years)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

2 century period ending in:

VARIABLES 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

Year x South -49.46 -873.7*** -68.47*** -2.11 -2.33 -37.64** -42.50***

(47.69) (178.7) (22.38) (13.74) (75.81) (16.63) (15.09)

Observations 3926 3926 3926 3926 3926 3926 3926

R-squared 0.065 0.247 0.030 0.011 0.043 0.017 0.012

Standard errors are clustered by region. Migration partition as described in Flight (1980)

is used ({ABCHKLR:DEFGMNPS.}). Year dummies and cellFE are also included as

controls.***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1

In order to reject hypothesis 1 it must be true that βt=400 < βt=200 to demonstrate that the crops used

in the Bantu homeland were not as productive in the rainforest. It must also be true that βt=800 = 0 to

ensure that it is crop knowledge and not harsh conditions that caused slower migration (crop knowledge

changes substantially, but conditions do not), and that βt=1200 < 0 to demonstrate that knowledge of

unused crops was not diffused to subsequent generations. Table 1 and figure 4 shows these conditions are

met, so hypothesis 1 is rejected.
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Figure 4: Speed of Migration Frontier Entering (left) and Exiting (right) the Rainforest

4.1.2 Test 1b - Selection of Land

Test 1b further examines hypothesis 1 by examining settlement locations by migration route upon emer-

gence into the southern dry-crop suitable region.

Table 2: Sorting into Regions Similar to Rainforest

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Dep. Var.: Dependent Variable: Population per 110 x 110km cell

South Route

VARIABLES 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

Bantu South x Similarity 196.1 351.6 474.5* 608.6* 776.0* 937.8**

(171.7) (229.6) (278.3) (330.7) (392.8) (453.4)

Similarity Index 0.0915*** 167.9 181.0 185.2 191.0 202.5 212.4

(0.0223) (108.9) (140.2) (172.2) (204.8) (237.8) (271.1)

Observations 12155 935 935 935 935 935 935

R-squared 0.763 0.126 0.138 0.156 0.170 0.175 0.181

Standard errors are clustered by region. Migration partition as described in Flight (1980) is used

({ABCHKLR:DEFGMNPS.}). Controls include language subgroup FE, land characteristics controls and coordinate

polynomials.***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1

Table 2 column 1 shows the results of the extensive margin model. It shows evidence rejecting

hypothesis 2, as southern migrants were about 9% more likely than eastern migrants to settle on land

that was higher than the mean similarity to the rainforest.

Table 2 columns 2-7 examine the intensive margin. The relative populations within settlements

strengthen as groups have more time to sort. By 1500C.E. the estimate of the extent of sorting at

the intensive margin becomes highly significant with a density of over 5% above the average population
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density.

Both the intensive and extensive margin evidence demonstrate sorting on land quality did take place

which is sufficient to reject hypothesis 1.

4.2 Hypothesis 2 - Persistence

Table 3 considers modern crop production to test whether southern migrants fully adopted dry-traditional

crops. It compares wet crops that are traditional to the Bantu people with dry crops, also traditional

to the Bantu people. To show persistence, there should be evidence that dry crops are significantly

underproduced by southern migrants compared to eastern migrants.

Table 3: Modern Crop Production by Migration Route

Traditional African Crops

Dry Crops Wet Crops

VARIABLES Sorghum&Millet Cotton Rice Pulses Oil Palm

Bantu x South -0.504** -0.130** 0.00763 0.0402 0.0319**

(0.254) (0.0529) (0.0301) (0.0378) (0.0126)

Observations 4524 4524 4524 4524 4524

R-squared 0.335 0.547 0.526 0.449 0.336

Standard errors are clustered by region. Migration partition as described in Flight (1980) is used

({ABCHKLR:DEFGMNPS.}). Controls include regionFE, crop suitabilityFE, land quality, coordinate

polynomials, similarity to the rainforest, desert and distance to market.***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1

The results are sufficient to reject hypothesis 2. Each of the dry crops are more likely to be produced

by those whose ancestors migrated east, while each of the wet crops are more likely to be produced by

those whose ancestors migrated south.

4.3 Hypothesis 3 - Class of Mechanism

Modern production of crops introduced to Africa after the end of the Bantu expansion are now considered

to reject the head-start theory. If this theory is true, then there is no reason for newly introduced crops

to be impacted, as both treatment and control groups were introduced to them at the same time.

Table 4 shows all newly introduced crops are underproduced by southern migrants relative to eastern

ones. Hypothesis 3 is rejected based on this evidence.
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Table 4: Modern Crop Production by Migration Route

New World crops introduced to Africa after settlement

Dry Crops Wet Crops

Soy Maize Sunflower Sugarcane

Bantu x South -0.0365* -1.415*** -0.138*** -0.0583*

(0.0191) (0.540) (0.0524) (0.0351)

Observations 4524 4524 4524 4524

R-squared 0.517 0.564 0.492 0.389

Standard errors are clustered by region. Migration partition as described in Flight

(1980) is used ({ABCHKLR:DEFGMNPS.}).Controls include regionFE, crop suit-

abilityFE, land quality, coordinate polynomials, similarity to the rainforest, desert

and distance to market.***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1

4.4 Culture as a Mechanism for Persistence

One explanation for the results above is that each tribe developed different cultures, despite originating

from a homogenous unit. The southern migrants faced greater geographic heterogeneity, may have become

more isolated (Michalopoulos (2011)).

The Ethnologue data includes language trees which are used to measure cultural connectedness. A

fixed point is taken on the language tree, and the number of connections one group can make using this

fixed point as a root is measured. Many connections implies a low level of isolation. Figure 5 shows an

example for sub-group H. Denoted in brackets are the number of tribes that end if that branch of the

tree is followed. There are 10 tribes in the data with H.10 as a root, so a connectedness score of 10 is

assigned.

While not presented, the first stage: migration route on cultural isolation, is significant at the 1% level.

It demonstrates that those who migrated south are culturally more isolated than those who migrated east.

The IV estimates (table 5) suggest that the main results operate through a cultural isolation mechanism.

Each estimate is positive indicating that connectedness increases crop adoption.

5 Conclusion

This study examined whether history had an impact on the adoption of agricultural products in Africa,

and argued that culture should be considered a prominent mechanism for persistence. This contributes
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Table 5: Two-Stage Least Squared Estimates for the Impact of Cultural Isolation on Crop Production

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES Soy Maize Sunflower Sugarcane Sorghum Cotton

ˆLinguisticConnectedness 0.0127* 0.492** 0.0480*** 0.0202* 0.175** 0.0450**

(0.00769) (0.196) (0.0179) (0.0107) (0.0682) (0.0225)

Observations 4524 4524 4524 4524 4524 4524

Cragg-Donald minimum eigenvalue 308.3 308.3 308.3 308.3 308.3 308.3

Standard errors are clustered by region. Migration partition as described in Flight (1980) is used

({ABCHKLR:DEFGMNPS.}).Controls include regionFE, crop suitabilityFE, land quality, coordinate polynomials,

similarity to the rainforest, desert and distance to market.***p<0.01,**p<0.05,*p<0.1

to several literatures by showing that history’s impact extends beyond institutions into production, by

demonstrating importance of culture on actual production decisions. Diamond’s theory regarding agricul-

tural transmission was examined using the Bantu expansion as a natural experiment. Diamond’s theory

was tested against prominent alternatives, and while Diamond correctly asserted that axis-orientation

matters, the mechanism for persistence is more complex than initially envisioned.
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